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Abstract 
In previous work, the authors (1993, 1994) developed the concept of multi-step quasi-Newton methods, based on the 
use of interpolating polynomials determined by data from the m most recent steps. Different methods for parametrizing 
these polynomials were studied by the authors (1993), and several methods were shown (empirically) to yield substantial 
gains over the standard (one-step) BFGS method for unconstrained optimization. In this paper, we will consider the issue 
of how to incorporate function-value information within the framework of such multi-step methods. This is achieved, in 
the case of two-step methods, through the use of a carefully chosen rational form to interpolate the three most recent 
iterates. The results of numerical experiments on the new methods are reported. 
Keywords: Unconstrained optimization; Quasi-Newton methods; Multi-step methods 
AMS classification: 65K10 
1. Introduction 
We consider the problem of locating (numerically) an unconstrained minimum of the function 
f (x ) ,  where x e •" and f is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable with gradient g and 
Hessian G. Algorithms for such a problem are almost always iterative in character, generating 
a sequence {xi} of approximations to the desired minimum, where Xo is a user-specified starting 
point. The following definitions of the sets of step-vectors ( i) and (Yi) will be useful: 
A 
Si = Xi+ 1 -- Xi, (1) 
A 
Yi = g(xi+ 1) - g(xi).  (2) 
Our particular concern is with the class of algorithms commonly known as quasi-Newton 
methods for solving such problems. In these methods, each Hessian G(x~) is approximated by 
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a matrix Bi and progress is made from the current estimate xi to the next, xi+ a, through use of 
a step p~ generated by analogy with Newton's method: 
pi = - B/- 1 g (xi). (3) 
We have no need, at this juncture, to specify the precise manner in which x~+ 1 is obtained from 
xi and p / - -  a line-search along the ray {x(t): x(t) = xi + tp~, t >>. 0} or a step s~ determined by 
a trust-region sub-algorithm are two possibilities. Having completed the step from x~ to x~+l, it 
then remains to produce an estimate Bi + 1 of the Hessian G (x~+ 1) in order that the process outlined 
above may be repeated (this time, from X~+l). Standard (one-step) quasi-Newton methods accom- 
plish this by means of an updating formula of the general type 
Bi+l = Bi + U(Bi, si, Yi), (4) 
where the correction term U (B~, s~, y~) is usually of rank one or two. (We particularly note that this 
term depends only on the most recent step-vectors, ~ and y~, and not on any previous ones.) The 
best-known example of such a formula is the BFGS formula [3, 6, 12, 17]: 
Bisis~Bi YiY~ 
B,+I = Bi gB, s, + gy  (S) 
This formula (in common with most other such formulae) satisfies the so-called secant equation: 
Bi + 1 si = Yi, (6) 
which may be viewed [11] as an approximation to the Newton equation 
dx dg (7) 
G(Xi+l) ~ ~=~. = d---z ,=~.' 
a relation which is evidently satisfied by the Hessian, G(x~+ 1), itself. Here x(z) (z e N) is a continu- 
ously differentiable curve in N" passing through the point x~+ 1, while z* is the value of z such that 
x(z*) = x~+l. In the derivation of the secant equation (6), x(r) is taken to be the straight line {x(z): 
x(z) = xi + zs~) passing through xi and x~+ 1, while g(x(z)) is approximated by the corresponding 
straight line interpolating the known gradient evaluations g(x~) and g(x~+ 1). Then, ifzo and zl -- z* 
are the values of z corresponding to x~ and xi+ 1, respectively, it is straightforward to show that 
Xt(Z'I) = (~1 --  '~0)-1Si ,  (8) 
g' (x(zl )) ~ ('q - Zo)- l yi, (9) 
where we use primes to denote differentiation with respect o z. The derivation of the secant 
equation (6) as an approximation to the Newton equation (7) is now evident. (It is important o 
note that (9) only provides an approximation to g'(x(zl)), whereas (8) gives the exact derivative 
x'(zl). It is for this reason that relations uch as the secant equation (6) and relations which we will 
derive below [for example, Eq. (36)] are only themselves approximations to the Newton equation.) 
Ford and Moghrabi [11] proposed a generalization of this approach, in which x('c) now becomes 
a (vector) polynomial in z of degree m which interpolates the m + 1 most recent iterates 
{ xi - ,, + k + 1 } ~'= o. Correspondingly, g (x (z)) is approximated by the (vector) polynomial 0(z), which 
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also has degree m and which interpolates the gradient values {g (x~_,, +k + 1 )}~= O" By this technique, 
a new approximation 
Bi+lri = wi (10) 
to the Newton equation is obtained (see Ell]), where 
} ri = s , _ j  = (11)  
j=O k=m- j  
} wl = Y. Y i - j  5#'k(zm) ~ g'(x(zm)), (12) 
j=O k=m- j  
and LPj (z) is the jth Lagrange polynomial of degree m associated with the abscissae {Zk}k== o, SO that 
5aj(zi) = 1 and 5Fj(z~) = 0 for i =/=j. (Here, {Zk}~'=O are the values ofz corresponding to the iterates 
X(Zk) = Xi-m+k+l for k = 0, 1,..., m. (13) 
In particular, 
X( m) = x i+ 1,  
the most recent iterate.) Matrices satisfying condition (10) (in place of condition (6)) may then be 
constructed from an updating formula such as (7), for example, where, now, s~ and yl are replaced by 
r~ and w~, respectively. More generally, we may obtain a matrix with the desired property (namely, 
satisfying Eq. (10)) by means of the relation 
Bi+l = Bi + U(Bi,  ri, wl) 
(compare Eq. (4)). We observe that this formula utilizes not only the most recent step-vectors s~ and 
y~, but also previous ones, by virtue of the definitions contained in Eqs. (11) and (12). 
On the basis of numerical investigations, Ford and Moghrabi [10, 11] found that methods for 
which m = 2 generally ielded better performance than those for which m = 3, and we shall 
therefore restrict ourselves, for the remainder of this paper, to consideration of two-step methods. 
2. Using function-values 
A number of authors (for example, Biggs El, 2], Ford and Ghandhari E7-9], Yuan [19]) have 
developed modified quasi-Newton methods which attempt o take advantage of function-values. 
EWe observe that function-values are not utilized by most quasi-Newton methods (except in 
situations uch as stability tests for determining the acceptability, or otherwise, of a new point in 
a line-search).] Such modified algorithms have always been "one-step" methods in nature, using 
data only from the "current" points xi and xi + x. Our intention, here, is to construct an algorithm 
which exploits function-values but which is also a two-step method (in the sense of Section 1), 
utilizing data from the iterate xi_ 1 in addition. 
We begin by selecting a rational form for the interpolating curve in the space of variables: 
x(z, 0) = q(z)/(1 + Oz), (14) 
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where q(75) is a (vector) quadratic form in z. This curve is required, as before, to interpolate the 
m most recent iterates (where m = 2 in this case), for a specified set of distinct values (zj)j=o:2 
X(75j, O) = Xi - l+  j for j  = 0, 1,2. (15) 
We shall assume here (as is the case, for example, with the methods A1, A2 and A3 developed in 
[10]) that the set of abscissae {75j}2= o has been chosen to satisfy 
751 = 0, (16) 
and we shall write 
A 
751 -- 750 = -Zo  = P i -1  > 0, (17a) 
A 
752 -- 751 = 752 = Pi > 0 .  (17b) 
(For example, in method A1, the quantities P i -1  and Pi required in Eqs. (17) would be given by 
P i -1  = I lsi-1 1[2, (18a) 
Pi = ]l Si l[2, (18b)  
thus causing the parametrization of the curve to reflect the (Euclidean) distance between the points 
x i -1  and xi, and between xi and xi+ 1.) 
Differentiating Eq. (14) with respect o 75, we have, immediately, that 
x'(75, O) - [q'(r) - Ox(z, 0)]/(1 + Oz). (19) 
Now, since (compare Eq. (14)) q(75) - (1 + 075)x(z, O) is quadratic in 75, we can write q in its 
"Lagrangian" form: 
f 75(  7_ 0) - 750) (75  - 75 : )  (1 + 0752)Xi+ 1 "~- X i 
q(75) --  [ 752( 2 - 750) 752750 
"f(75 752) 
(1 -~- 0750) Xi -  1 } ,  
I 
"l- - -  750(752 - -  750) 
using the fact that 751 = O. Therefore, 
(2z + P i -1 )  275 -~- P i -1  -- Pi 
q ' (75)  - -  (1 + Opi)Xi+ 1 -- Xi 
P i (P i -1  -{- Pi) P i -  lP i  
(275 - pi) 
-~- (1  - -  Opi-  1 )X i -  1 (20) 
p i -  l (Pi + p i -  x ) 
(using Eqs. (17)), from which it follows that 
q'(Pi)  = p-x {(2 + 6-1)(1 + Opi)x i+ l - (6 + 2 + 6 -1)x i  + 6(1 - Opi -1 )x i -1} ,  
where we define 
A (21) Z~ Pi/  P i -  1, ].1 = Pi qt_ P i -  1" 
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Therefore, 
q'(Pi)  - Ox(pi ,  O) = q'(Pi)  - Oxi+ , 
= #-1 [(2 + fi-1)s,-- 6s,-1 + Op,(s, + s, -1)] .  (22) 
Similarly, using (20) again, we have (recalling that zl = O) 
q'(O) =/~-1 {6-1(1 + Op,)x i+ l  - (6  -1 - 6 )x , -  6(1 - Op~- l )X , -1} ,  (23) 
so that 
q'(O) -- Ox(O, O) = q'(O) -- Oxi 
= I~- 1 {6-  1 s~ + 6s~_ 1 + Opi_ i s~ -- Op~s~_ 1 }. (24) 
We now define 
dp(z, O) zx f (x (z ,  0)). (25) 
Then 
f ~ q~'(r, 0)dr =f(xi+ 1) - f (x l -  1); o 
that is, 
f P' ~b'(z, 0)dz =f~+l - f~- , ,  (26) -P~ 1 
using obvious notation. The exact evaluation of the integral in Eq. (25) would, in general, be 
difficult, depending, as it does, not only on the form of f but also on the behaviour of the rational 
curve x(r, 0). However, a reasonable (ifnot generally very precise) estimate of the integral would be 
given by 
f a, q~'(z, 0)dz ~ (Pi + Pi-1)q~'( 0, 0) - -P i -1 
= (Pi + Pi- 1) [x'(O, o)Tg(xi)], (27) 
using the definition of the function 4> (Eq. (25)). (It is important o emphasize here that, in 
constructing this estimate of the integral, we are taking advantage ofthe fact that zl = 0 is known 
to be an inter ior  point of the interval of integration [ -  p~_ ~, p~].) Furthermore, since the parameter 
0 is at our disposal, it would not appear to be unreasonable to elect o define it by requiring that the 
approximate r lation (27) shall hold exact ly .  In this case, we obtain (from (26)) 
(Pi "4- Pi-1)[x'(O, o)T g(xi)] ~---f/+l --f /-1. (28) 
(An alternative derivation of condition (28) may be obtained by imposing the requirement that the 
slope, qY(0, 0), of 4> at rl = 0 shall be equal to the mean slope, [~b(p, 0 ) -  4>(-Pi -t ,  0)]/ 
[p~ + p~_ 1], over the interval of interest [ -P i -1 ,  P~].) 
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From Eqs. (19) and (24), we obtain 
x' (0, O) = q' (0) - Ox (0, O) 
= ]1-1 {(~-lSi  + (~Si-1 q- Op i - lS i  -- Op is i -1} .  (29) 
Defining the quantities {ao. } by 
T a~j = s g (x j ) ,  (30) 
we therefore have (in (28)) 
6-1au + ~ag- l,~ + Opi-  l aU - OPia i -  l , i  - f /+ l  -b f / -  1 = 0 .  (31) 
Thus, defining 
0 ~= Opi, (32) 
we find that 0 is given by 
0 = [ f i  + 1 - - f i  - 1 -- ~ - 1 (Tii -- (~ai_ 1, i ] / [  ~ - 1 {Tii - -  O. i -  1, i ] "  (33) 
It now remains to obtain a suitable approximation to the Newton equation (7). We first need to 
derive an expression for x'(%, 0) = x'(pi, 0). From (19) and (22), we have 
x'(p,, 0) = [q'(p,) -- Ox(p,, 0)]/(1 + 0) 
= {p(1 + 0)}-1[(2 + a -1 + O)s, + (0 -  6)si-1]. (34) 
Analogously, considering the gradient (when restricted to the rational curve x(r, 0)), we have 
g'(x(p,, 0)) ~ {(p(1 + 0)}-1 [(2 + 6 -1 + O)y, + (0-- a)Yi_l]. (35) 
Substituting these expressions into the Newton equation (7) and cancelling common factors, we 
thus obtain the following condition for the Hessian approximation Bi+ 1 to satisfy: 
B,+I [(2 + (~-1 + O)Si + (0  - -  ~)SI-1]  = [(2 + 6 -1 + O)y, + (0 -- ,~)Y,-1] (36) 
or  
Bi+ 1 ?~i = I~i, say, (37) 
with fi and ~i defined by comparison of Eqs. (36) and (37). 
As before, B~ + ~ may therefore be constructed by replacing s~ and y~ with fi and ~ (respectively) in 
any suitable updating formula. We note that, as expected, if 0 = 0, Eq. (36) reduces to the standard 
condition for a two-step method based on quadratic interpolating curves [10]. 
Finally, we observe that it is clearly undesirable for the interpolating curve x(z) (defined by the 
rational function given in Eq. (14)) to have singularities over the interval, [Zo, z2 ], of interest for -c. 
Therefore, since the denominator (1 + 0z) is positive at zl = 0, we impose the two conditions 
1 +0%>0,  1 +0%>0;  
that is, 
1--  Opi_ l >0 ,  1 + Opi > O. 
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These may conveniently be expressed in terms of 0: 
- 1 < O < 6. (38) 
In implementing the new algorithm, if the conditions (38) did not hold, we reverted to the standard 
two-step method by setting 0 to zero. 
3. Numerical experiments 
The algorithm (which we denote by A1F) developed in Section 2 was compared with the 
standard (one-step) BFGS method and with the two-step method A1 introduced by Ford and 
Moghrabi [10], for which {zj}~=o and Pi-1 and Pi are given by Eqs. (16)-(18). We present below 
a sample of the results obtained (the results of more extensive tests on a large set of test functions 
are given in [13]). Eleven test functions were used, each with either one or two starting-points, 
giving a total of twenty problems. Many of the functions used in the tests can be used with varying 
dimension--in such cases, we have carried out the tests on a range of appropriate dimensions and 
summed the results, since lack of space precludes a tabulation of the individual figures for each 
dimension. 
In all three methods, xi+ 1 was computed from xl via a line-search algorithm which accepted the 
predicted point if the two standard stability conditions [5] given below were satisfied and which, 
otherwise, used step-doubling and cubic interpolation, where necessary. To be acceptable as a new 
estimate of the minimum, xi+ 1 was required to satisfy the following conditions: 
f(xi+ 1) <~f(xi) + IO-4sT g(xi); 
slr g(xi+ 1) > 0.9sT g(xl) • 
In the actual implementations, the matrices Hi ~ B~- x (instead of Bi) were stored and updated 
(using the appropriate form of the BFGS formula for inverse Hessian approximations), in order to 
reduce the computational expense of calculating the search-direction Pi (see Eq. (3)). Where the test 
function was of dimension ten or higher, the initial inverse Hessian approximation H0 (which, in 
fact, was the unit matrix) was scaled by the method of [18] before the first update was performed. 
It is easy to show (by analogy with standard theory for the BFGS method) that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for preserving positive-definiteness in the successive matrices (Hi) is that 
^ T ^ (ri) (wi) > 0. In practice, we have imposed (in the implementations) the following requirement: 
(fi)T(wi) > 10-4 Ilfill2 I[~ill2, 
in order to ensure that (fi)T(kl) is "sufficiently" positive and thus avoid numerical instability in 
computing Hi+x. If this condition on (fi)T(~i) was not satisfied, we reverted to the choice 0 = 0, 
corresponding to the standard two-step method A1. 
The results of our experiments are presented in Table 1. For each problem, the number of 
function/gradient evaluations required to solve the problem is given, followed (in brackets) by the 
number of iterations. The best performance for each problem (assessed by the number of func- 
tion/gradient evaluations, with ties resolved on the basis of iterations) is indicated with an asterisk 
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Table 1 
Problem BFGS A1 A1F 
l(a) 542 (530) 443 (429)* 443 (429)* 
l(b) 1653 (1293) 1484 (1098)* 1487 (1101) 
2(a) 631 (612) 497 (464) 485 (465)* 
2(b) 825 (806) 692 (668) 679 (652)* 
3(a) 159 (122)* 170 (123) 174 (129) 
3(b) 162 (156) 124 (89) 108 (97)* 
4(a) 807 (386) 766 (344) 765 (344)* 
4(b) 637 (507) 659 (517) 569 (463)* 
5(a) 634 (596) 564 (491) 549 (485)* 
5(b) 2390 (2331) 1961 (1833)* 1973 (1877) 
6(a) 2300 (1786) 1834 (1034)* 1912 (1092) 
6(b) 2136 (2001) 1558 (1413)* 1772 (1607) 
7(a) 280 (226) 280 (240) 266 (225)* 
7(b) 1967 (965) 2009 (1078) 1936 (917)* 
8(a) 5099 (2272) 5114 (2065) 4696 (1892)* 
8(b) 2822 (1969) 3011 (1937) 2765 (1819)* 
9(a) 1034 (987) 736 (681) 735 (680)* 
9(b) 1779 (1559) 1652 (1385) 1623 (1379)* 
10 132 (126) 130 (124)* 130 (124)* 
11 1505 (1262) 1079 (719) 1050 (718)* 
Totals 27494 (20492) 24763 (16732) 24117 (16495) 
Scores 1 6 15 
(*). Totals (including "Scores", indicating the number of best performances) are given in the last 
rows of the table. 
4. Summary and conclusions 
A two-step quasi-Newton method which makes use of function-value information has been 
developed for unconstrained optimization. The method is based on the two-step method A1 
derived in [10], but employs (instead of a quadratic function) a rational (vector) function to 
interpolate the three most recent iterates xi-1, xi and x~+ 1. The additional parameter (0) in this 
rational function is then determined by the decrease in the value of the objective function in 
proceeding from xg_ 1 to Xg+l. This leads to a new relation (Eq. (36)) which the updated Hessian 
approximation is required to satisfy, in place of the secant equation. The numerical results given in 
Table 1 indicate that such a method shows (like its "parent" method A1) a substantial improvement 
in performance over the standard (one-step) BFGS method and, further, yields a small improve- 
ment over A 1 itself, thus providing empirical justification for the introduction of the rational model 
and the parameter 0. As [11] has noted, the increase in the computational cost of implementing 
standard multi-step methods uch as A 1 is small (and increasingly negligible as the dimension of 
the problem grows) and similar remarks clearly hold for the new method introduced here. The only 
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additional cost for the new method (by comparison with A1) is the determination f the parameter 
0 = Opi required to define the vectors used in the updating process. Because of the form chosen for 
the rational function and the fact that Zl (corresponding to the "middle" iterate xi )  was selected to 
be zero, the cost of determining this parameter is minimal, as Eq. (33) shows. 
Since the numerical performance of multi-step methods (such as the one derived here and those 
proposed in [ 10, 11 ]) has now been considered in some detail (see also [ 13]), the development of an 
appropriate convergence theory for such methods is, evidently, one of the next requirements. With 
this in mind, we are currently investigating the work of Byrd and Nocedal [4] (see also Nocedal 
[15]) in order to establish whether the general results derived there can be utilized in the 
construction of such a theory. The particular relevance of these results lies in the fact that they do 
not require the vectors used in the updating of the (inverse) Hessian approximation to be the 
step-vectors si and yg, which is precisely the situation under consideration i multi-step methods, 
where the vectors employed are of the form given above in Section 2 (compare Eqs. (36) and (37)), 
for example, or (in the original polynomial-based methods) by Eqs. (11) and (12). 
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Appendix. The test functions and starting points 
Where the form of the test function is not explicitly given, a full description of the function 
may be found in [14], unless an alternative reference is provided. The notation F indicates that 
the starting point Xo is specified by a formula given by Mor6 et al. xj denotes thejth component of 
the starting-vector Xo. Finally, the notation "([~, fl, ..., ~0]*)" implies that the vector [~, fl, ..., ~o] is 
to be repeated as many times as necessary in order to give a starting-vector f the required 
dimension. 
(1) Discrete boundary value problem: 
(a) F; (b) Xo = (1, 2, 3 .... , n) x. 
(2) Extended Powell singular function: 
(a) Xo = ([3, - 1, O, 1]*)T; (b) Xo = ([2, 2, 3, - 11") r. 
(3) Variably-dimensioned function: 
(a) F; (b) Xo = ([10,5, -5 ,  -10]*)  x. 
(4) Penalty function I: 
(a) Xo = (1, 2, . . . ,  rOT; (b) Xo = ([5, -5 ]* )  x. 
(5) Modified trigonometric function: 
f (x )  -- n - cosx i + i(1 -- cosxi)--sinxi + exp(xi) -- 1 . 
i=1  j= l  
(a) F; (b) Xo = ( [ -1 ,  1]*) x. 
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(6) Penalty function II: 
(a) Xo = ([0.5.]*)a; (b) Xo = ( [ -0 .  2, -0.1.]*)  T. 
(7) Extended Rosenbrock function: 
(a) Xo = ( [ -1 .2 ,  1]*)r; (b) Xo = ( [ -120 ,  100)*] v. 
(8) Extended Wood function: 
n/4 
f (x) = Y~ 
i=1 
X 2 {lO0[(X4i_ 2 -- 4i-3)2.] q- (1 -- X4i-3)  2 
+ 90(x4i - x24i_1) 2 + (1 - x4i_l)  2 
-4- 10.1 [(x4,-2 - 1) 2 + (X4i -- 1) 2.] 
+ 19.8(X4i_ 2 -- 1 ) (X4 i -  1)}, 
n mod 4 = 0; 
(a) Xo = ( [ -300 ,  -100]*)7;  (b) Xo = ( [ -30 ,  10]*) v. 
(9) Watson's function: 
(a) Xo = ( [ -  1, 1]*)T; (b) Xo = ([1, 0]*) v. 
(10) Broyden tridiagonal function: 
x0 = ( -1 ,  -1 , . . . ,  -1 )  w. 
(11) Oren and Spedicato power function [16]: 
Xo = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1) T. 
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